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Duration:10 hour (Approx) 

 

Descriptions: 

 

Who doesn’t love movies? Everyone has their favourite movies whose dialogues they can quote verbatim. If you too 
are a movie buff, then you should definitely check out Universal Studios. They are part of the Resorts World Sentosa. 
Universal Studios has many themed rides, entertainment zones, and exhilarating shows that will leave you 
awestruck. Let’s take a closer look at what all awaits you in Universal Studios. 
 
Hollywood: If you’ve always wanted to see Hollywood Boulevard, but have not got the chance to go Los Angeles, you 
can experience it right here in Singapore. The famous street has been recreated, and is an exact replica of the 
original. Another great replica zone here is the New York Zone. It has the same skyline, facades, and sidewalks that 
you will see in the Big Apple. 

 
Ancient Egypt: Calling all adventure lovers. The Ancient Egypt zone is full of adventure rides. Be sure to check out the  
Revenge of the Mummy: The Ride and Treasure Hunter. Furthermore, there are two more rides, The Waterworld, 
and The Jurassic Park, which are a part of The Lost World section. 

 
Far Away: The inner child in you will come alive in the land of Far Far Away, where all fantasies come to life. If you have 

children with you then this place is compulsory stop, as they get a chance to meet their favourite fairytale creatures. You 

can also check out rides like, Enchanted Airways, Magic Potion Spin, Shrek 4D Adventure, etc. 

 
Madagascar: Do you love to dance to the song, “I like to move it move it” by King Julian? If yes, you will get a chance 
to dance to the song and more at the Madagascar section at Universal Studios. The whole theme of the movie has 
been recreated in this section, so you will feel you are part of this movie. Madagascar is full of rides and adventures 
that you will absolutely love. 

 
Sci-Fi City: - This place is home to one of the tallest roller coaster rides in the world. It is 42.7 metres high. So, 
get ready to face your fears, and take a memorable ride on this amazing roller coaster. 

 
Fun, adventure, and entertainment, this is what a day at the Universal Studios promises to be. Call us today to 
book your tickets. 



Inclusions 
 

Hotel Pick up (If Sharing/Private Transfer option selected) 
Entrance Tickets 

 

All access tickets for the rides and attractions at Universal Studios (Except Rock-climbing) 
Hotel Drop off (If Sharing/Private Transfer option selected) 

 
 
 

 

Terms Conditions 

 

 We reserve the complete right to reschedule an itinerary or route, adjust pricing, or even cancel 
a tour whenever, at our sole discretion, mainly if we deem it is vital for your safety or 
convenience.

 Unused inclusion in a tour package is non-refundable.
 Any guest failing to reach on time at the designated pick-up point will be considered a no-

show. No reimbursement or alternative transfer will be arranged in such circumstances.
 Should a tour booking be cancelled or altered for reasons of bad weather, vehicle issue or 

traffic problems, we will make all sincere efforts to arrange alternative service with similar 
options, however, based on its availability.

 The arrangement of seating will depend on its availability and will be done by our driver or 
tour

guides. 
 Pick-up and drop-off timings listed on the website are approximate, and they will be adjusted 

as per your location as well as traffic conditions.
 Coupon Codes can be redeemed only through online booking process.
 We reserve the right to charge 100% No Show charges if guests do not turn up on time 

for the
pick-up. 

 In any case the guest does not show up on time and our vehicle departs from the pickup 
location, then we will not arrange for alternative transfer & no refund is provided for the missed 
tour.

 Seating arrangement is done as per the availability & it is decided by the Driver or Tour 
Guide except in case of private transfers.

 


